Before assembly study the final scene and keep in mind‐ It will help in Assembly
Disclaimer: We do not claim that model is 100 % correct. This product is non‐returnable and we cannot be made
responsible for any loss due to printing / assembly. You may have to slightly adjust the pieces during assembly. If
you wish, you may do some water color touch up here and there (after completing the model). © sanjaysrivastava
(This work is protected under Copy Right act. You cannot reproduce it or sell it to other party in any form.)

Assembly Instruction

In the template R-Eye = Right Eye; L-Ear = Left Ear; R B Leg = Right Back
Leg and so on.
(1) Template looks difficult, but it is very simple to assemble. Please follow the
sequence and instruction.
(2) The same numbers will be joined together; i.e. ‘1’ with ‘1’, ‘2’ with ‘2’ etc.

Head:
(3) Complete all Internal (i.e. joints within the same piece) Tabs of Head (pieces marked as Green .
Some pieces are shown in Fig-1;
For more detailed and reference figures, pl visit www.papercraftmodel.com/mammals/rhinoceros/index.html for
any clarification write to sanjaycraftmodel@gmail.com

Before assembly study the final scene and keep in mind‐ It will help in Assembly
(4) After completing the ‘Internal Tabs’, join pieces with the help of ‘External Tabs’ in sequence of
‘1’,’7’,’5’,’6’,’14’.
(5) Fix ‘C Ear Base’ in the centre of ‘Left Ear Base’ & ‘Right Ear Base’ so that the center of both Ear
Bases are plugged. (Fig -2).
(6) Now Join in sequence of ‘8’,’9’,’11’,10’,’01’,’0’ (Ref Fig-3).
(7) Now fix ‘Ear Bases’ at point ‘3’ and ‘4’ . Fix ‘Lower Jaw’ at point ‘12’ and ‘Eyes’ at appropriate
place.
(8) Now fix both the ‘Horns’ to complete the Head as Fig-4.

Front Body:
(9) Complete all Internal (i.e. joints within the same piece) tabs of front body (marked Red ). Now join
‘F1’ with ‘F1’; ‘F2’ with ‘F2’; Neck by joining ‘N1’ with ‘N1’ & ‘N2’ with ‘N2. Now join ‘L-15’, & ‘15’ to
complete the part as Fig-5’.
(10)
Complete Left & Right Front Legs by joining ‘L-17’ to ‘L-22’ and ‘17’ to ‘22’ as Fig-6. Fix
‘L23’ & ‘23’ at the bottom of Legs and fix these legs on front body as per Fig-7.

Back Body:
(11)
Complete all Internal Tabs of back body ((marked yellow ). Join ‘B1’ with ‘B2’, ‘25’ with
L-25’, ‘34’ with ‘L-34’ (Fig-8).
(12)
Complete Left & Right Back Legs by joining ‘L-28’ to ‘L-32’ and ‘28’ to ‘32’. Fix ‘L33’ & ‘33’
at the bottom of Legs.
Middle Body:
(13)
Complete all Internal Tabs of Middle body (marked blue ). Join ‘M1’ and ‘M2’ (Fig-9).
(14)
Glue internal tabs of ‘Tail Back’ and ‘Tail’ and glue ‘Tail Back’ to ‘Tail’. Join different parts
as per Fig-10 to complete the model.

(15)
(16)

Complete ‘Nail’ pieces and fix 4 Nail on each Legs.
There is Extra Eyes, if you want to paste over the ‘Eyes’ for better lock.

Note: For making the other one (baby Rhinoceros) print the same templates with 60% /
70 % size selected from the print menu.
Assembly Instruction for complete scene

Prepare a wooden/ card board/ thick paper stand as per size shown in Fig – S1 (W=26 cm; D=16cm; H=16 cm) and
glue Ground(G) & Wall (W) to make frame. Now take both the models and place in frame. Take ‘Green Patch’; fold
in half and glue together. Cut some strips / bunch to look like grass (Fig‐S2). Place these grasses on the frame as
per your imagination
For more detailed and reference figures, pl visit www.papercraftmodel.com/mammals/rhinoceros/index.html for
any clarification write to sanjaycraftmodel@gmail.com

